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contact lenses for astigmatism

$25 Rebate*
on an annual supply of

~Duette.

Duette stops the blur associated with soft
toric lenses for astigmatism. Soft toric
lenses rely on a weighted or balanced
system to return the lens to its place every
time you blink or shift your gaze. This
repositioning causes the blur or fluctuating
vision you might experience. Duette is
designed differently to deliver stable,
consistent vision no matter how the lens is
positioned in your eye .

Visit duettecontacts.com to fill out a rebate form.

Stop the bLur from soft torics.
Upgrade today!

To learn more visit www.duettecontacts.com

...at the end of the day

...when it matters most

...while driving at night

...when I blink

...when Ilie down

When do you get the

http://www.eyecare-surgery.com
http://www.duettecontacts.com


Ask your eye care professionaL about switching to Duette today.

What is Duette for Astigmatism?

High Definition Vision
Duette is a state-of-the art contact lens
that provides a new alternative to soft
toric lenses. This new technology provides
consistent, high definition vision.

Enjoy Comfort and Crisp Vision
Duette combines two types of contact lens
materials - a rigid gas permeable center
and a soft skirt - into one unique Duette
lens. The rigid center delivers clear, high-
definition vision. The soft skirt provides
the all-day comfort of a soft lens.

Top Reasons to Switch to Duette:

1. Better vision compared to soft toric lenses,*
2. BLUR is eliminated.
3. Sharper, more consistent night vision.
4. Offers both crisp vision and soft lens comfort.

92% of doctors surveyed rate vision of Duette
better than vision of soft toric lenses. *

*data on file

Duette Success Stories:

"My vision is always clear and never goes out
of focus. I am absolutely thrilled with the vision
I get with Duette. Everything is much sharper
and clearer than with my soft toric lenses."
Stacey, Age: 33

"My vision at night is sharp and consistent
with Duette. Before, I used to either change
to glasses or just avoid driving at night. With
Duette, I don't have to worry about my vision."
Melissa, Age: 30
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